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Background
KLJ completed a preliminary engineering report (PER) in 2016 which evaluated the existing condition of
the grouted rock‐faced slopes on the city hall site (refer to Figure 1). The PER concluded the slopes to
be in need of replacement. In their current condition, they present a safety concern for loose and falling
rock and are at risk for a large‐scale failure such as was observed at the Hillcrest Drive slope failure in
2015 (see Figure 2), which is constructed of the same materials and roughly the same age.

Figure 1: City Hall Site and Wall Locations
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Figure 2: Hillcrest slope failure
Construction of the city hall site was completed in 1954 making the existing slope system 65 years old. In
addition, there are no records of how the existing slopes were constructed. The only information
available for the slopes is what can be determined from visual analysis and soil sampling, which was
completed by Braun Intertec in 2015. Their report identifies three primary factors contributing to the
damage:




Lack of drainage behind the slope face
Loss of bond between the grout and rock materials
Inadequate restraint system between the slope facing and the retained backfill
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In addition, Braun states the bond between the grout and rock (second bullet above) “is critical in
holding the slope face in position. It is therefore likely that the additional driving force added by water
seeping behind the facing caused the eventual failure of this section.” Braun’s 2015 analysis determined
the slopes, in their current condition, to have a lower factor of safety than recommended, which
indicates the slope is more likely to experience a large‐scale failure. Since this study was completed,
additional deterioration has occurred and will continue to occur as the wall ages.
The life expectancy of grouted rock slopes, such as what are present at city hall, is traditionally 5‐10
years. Therefore, the system has already exceeded its life expectancy and will continue to deteriorate,
even with ongoing maintenance. These slopes are integral to the overall safety and continued use of
the city hall and auditorium site, which houses critical city operations such as the police station, central
dispatch, city offices, and municipal court. Based on the ongoing deterioration, the lack of drainage
behind the slope face, and the age of the system, it is evident the existing slopes have reached the end
of their useful life and replacement is now warranted. In addition, the slopes at city hall are exhibiting
similar, if not worse, conditions, to what was observed at the Hillcrest site after the failure occurred.
Refer to Figures 3 and 4 for a comparison of the Hillcrest and city hall slopes.

Figure 3: Hillcrest slope adjacent to failure area, May 2015
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Figure 4: City Hall slope, April 2019
System Needs
Longevity Needs



No plans to vacate either the auditorium or city hall site, so need to develop a system that will
last well into the future.
Unlike the existing grouted rock‐faced slopes, the proposed retaining walls have a life
expectancy of 75 years or more and will require little maintenance throughout their life.

Safety Needs




The two sets of stairs constructed within the existing slopes are not code compliant and create a
hazard to pedestrians. They are not constructed with the appropriate handrails, do not provide
adequate landings, and the treads are too steep.
Reliable vehicular/pedestrian barriers are needed at the top of the wall. This is evident by a
recent event where an unmanned vehicle was sent over the existing slopes by a disgruntled
civilian attempting to retaliate against the police department. Fortunately, no one was injured,
but instances like this should not be taken lightly.
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Falling rock from the existing slopes has occurred and is likely to cause damage to vehicles and
presents a significant concern for pedestrians.

Functionality Needs





Snow storage capacity is a concern and further restricts available parking
Parking on‐site is limited with the police department needing approximately 80 (40 average day
staff and 40 fleet vehicles) of the approximately 100 parking spaces available
Low maintenance and durable finishes
Adequate drainage for stormwater

Wall Alternatives
As alternatives were evaluated, considerations were made to improve safety, increase the useable life of
the site, minimize impacts to the existing sites, roadways, and utilities; provide a cost‐effective solution;
maximize useable space on the existing site; and develop an aesthetically pleasing wall finish. Options
such as repairing the existing grouted rock‐face and seeding the slope were considered, however, they
were eliminated as viable options for the following reasons:




Cost investment for repairing the existing grouted rock‐face slope would not be a one‐time cost.
Continued maintenance would be required every 5‐10 years, increasing substantially over time,
resulting in a larger investment than any of the retaining wall options presented (when
compared to a 75‐year new wall design life).
To install grass on the slopes, this would require a considerable amount of space as the existing
slopes are too steep (refer to Appendix A, Figure 5 for impacts to site as a result of the shallower
slopes). In addition, getting any type of grass to grow will be difficult. Unless a more
aesthetically pleasing turf grass would be planted, mowing the slope would be very difficult.

Therefore, KLJ continued with the evaluation of multiple retaining wall options and alignments for walls
1 and 2. These options picked up where the 2016 study left off and included soldier pile, large block
retaining walls, mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) walls, as well as hybrid options of these. The
options were vetted with general contractors and material suppliers to identify the most cost‐
effective/constructible solutions having the least impact on the site. Through these discussions, the
options were reduced to seven feasible options to construct walls 1 and 2 (refer to Table 1 below). In
addition, hybrid options that reduced the scope of the work (i.e. left portions of the existing rock slope)
were evaluated, but not considered feasible as they didn’t fully address the ongoing concerns with the
deterioration of the rock slope.
It was determined that a large block retaining wall is the most cost‐effective solution for wall 1.
However, there are three viable options that remain for wall 2: mechanically stabilized earth with large
blocks (MSE w/ Large Blocks), soldier pile wall with either precast or cast‐in‐place concrete facing, and a
hybrid of the two systems. The solider pile wall option is broken down even further into subcategories
depending on the installation method utilized for the piles: driven/vibrated and/or drilled/cased. The
option to drive and/or vibrate the piles during installation allows for a shorter construction duration,
however, it creates more noise and vibration on the site. In addition, due to the close proximity of the
auditorium and city hall buildings, a drilled/cased installation is required for the portion of wall between
the two buildings.
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There are some stark differences to the wall options presented. One of these being the alignment of the
wall on the site. While the soldier pile wall alignment generally follows the top of the existing slopes,
the MSE option follows the toe of the slope on the south side of city hall and gradually shifts back to the
top of the slope at the east side of city hall. This can be seen in Figures 6 and 7 included in Appendix A.
Other factors that differentiate the wall systems are costs, site utilization (parking), construction traffic,
construction extents, construction duration, and construction impacts to the site. These factors are
shown in Table 1 and Figures 6B and 7B (see Appendix A for figures). Table 1 includes costs associated
with engineering, construction and contingency.
Table 1: Retaining Wall Alternatives Comparison
Rank
(Cost)
1
2

Wall System Option

Estimated Total
Project Cost*

Estimated
Truck
Traffic
4,000
1,000

Net
Parking
Added
+21 Stalls
+38 Stalls

Net Const.
Time Added

Option 1: MSE w/ Large Block
$ 4,267,000
2 Weeks
$ 4,478,000
2 Weeks
Option 5B: Soldier Pile w/ CIP
Facing (Drilled & Driven) w/
Block on North Face
3
Option 5A: Soldier Pile w/ CIP
$ 4,615,000
500
+38 Stalls
1 Week
Facing (Drilled & Driven)
4
Option 4B: Soldier Pile w/ PC
$ 4,814,000
1,000
+38 Stalls
1 Week
Facing (Drilled & Driven) w/
Block on North Face
5
Option 5: Soldier Pile w/ CIP
$ 4,856,000
500
+38 Stalls
2 Weeks
Facing (Drilled)
6
Option 4A: Soldier Pile w/ PC
$ 5,054,000
500
+38 Stalls
‐
Facing (Drilled & Driven)
7
Option 4: Soldier Pile w/ PC
$ 5,373,000
500
+38 Stalls
1 Week
Facing (Drilled)
**
Option 1A: MSE Large Block
$3,691,000
3500
+21 Stalls
‐1 Week
w/Existing North Face
**
Option 2: MSE w/ Shotcrete
$4,461,000
3500
+21 Stalls
4 Weeks
Facing
**
Option 3: MSE w/ PC Facing
$5,287,000
4000
+21 Stalls
5 Weeks
**
Option 4C: Soldier Pile w/PC
$4,218,000
500
+38 Stalls
‐2 Weeks
Facing (Drilled & Driven)
w/Existing North Slope
$3,880,000
500
+38 Stalls
‐1 Week
**
Option 5C: Soldier Pile w/CIP
Facing (Drilled & Driven)
w/Existing North Slope
**
Option 6: Soldier Pile w/o
$3,506,000
500
+38 Stalls
‐3 Weeks
Facing (Drilled & Driven)
*Includes construction, engineering (including additional design costs associated with bidding precast
and cast‐in‐place as alternates), contingency, and wall finish option 3 for soldier pile walls.
**Options evaluated but not deemed feasible due to constructability, longevity, maintenance,
economics, or inability to address the ongoing problems with the rock slopes.
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Please note, the costs associated with the MSE options and MSE hybrid options shown in Table 1
assume the existing soil onsite can be utilized for backfill behind the wall, which is a recommendation
Braun has provided to KLJ. However, this information is based on very limited soil samples taken from
the site. If the site conditions differ from those found in the samples, a suitable fill will be required to be
brought onsite, which will increase the cost estimates provided in Table 1. If any of the MSE wall
options are to be moved forward, there is a risk the construction costs will increase and may even
exceed those associated with the soldier pile options presented above.
The wall alternatives were presented to an aesthetics committee consisting of the mayor and members
of the engineering, finance, police departments, as well as the Minot Park District where the advantages
and disadvantages of the MSE and soldier pile wall systems were evaluated. Upon much deliberation, a
soldier pile wall option was the preferred wall system based on the following factors:







There will be less impacts to the Auditorium site during construction and allows municipal court
entrance to remain open throughout the construction duration.
There will be less truck traffic (500‐1,000 trucks v. 4,000 trucks) during construction which will
minimize traffic congestion and minimize damage to existing parking lots and roads.
Allows for more parking at city hall.
Allows more flexibility during winter months to store snow.
Impacts to the city hall site will be for a shorter duration v. the MSE option.
There is the potential to bid both a cast‐in‐place concrete and precast concrete finish against
each other to get more competitive bids. The additional engineering costs associated
developing the two alternates have been accounted for in Table 1.

Aesthetics
KLJ worked closely with the aesthetics committee throughout the preliminary engineering phase of the
project. The objectives of the committee, as determined by the committee members, were to identify a
solution that:





Balances constructability, budget and aesthetics;
Maximizes useable space on the site;
Requires minimal maintenance and maximizes long‐term sustainability;
Provides for pedestrian safety and accessibility.

A total of nine wall finish options were initially presented by KLJ to the group varying from small block,
large block, soldier pile with and without a veneer facing, and shotcrete. These were narrowed down to
three options (see Figures 8, 9 and 10 included in Appendix A). The selected options were refined based
on comments provided by the committee. Of the three remaining options, the aesthetics committee
prefers wall finish option #3 (refer to Wall Alternatives discussion for summary of factors associated
with this selection) shown in Figures 10, 13, and 14 included in Appendix A. A summary of the wall
options is provided below.
1. Wall Finish Option 1
a. Can be utilized for either an MSE or soldier pile wall
b. Will be utilized for wall 1 along the south side of city hall
c. Least cost of the MSE wall options
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2. Wall Finish Option 2
a. Wall option for soldier pile wall system only
b. Can be utilized with a cast in place or precast wall finish
c. Most cost‐effective soldier pile wall finish of those presented
d. Cost is approximately 1‐3% higher than large block MSE wall
3. Wall Finish Option 3
a. Wall option for soldier pile wall system only
b. Can be utilized for cast in place or precast wall finish
c. Cost is approximately 5‐8% higher than large block MSE wall
To potentially save costs while maintain the overall goal of the project to correct the ongoing
deterioration with the rock slopes, KLJ also prepared two hybrid options which account for a combined
soldier pile and MSE wall along Wall 2. The estimated savings with this option is approximately
$140,000 over a full‐length soldier pile wall. The variations for these two options are shown in Figures
11 and 12 (refer to Appendix A) for wall finish options 2 and 3 respectively.
Decisions Needed to Proceed with Project
1. Recommendation from council to proceed with wall finish option 3 as recommended by
aesthetics committee.
2. Recommendation from council to proceed with one of the following wall alternatives as shown
in Table 1 above. KLJ proposed bidding both a precast and a cast‐in‐place concrete finish option
to obtain the most cost competitive bids for the project.
a. Option 5B/4B – Soldier Pile wall with MSE (block) wall on north face
b. Option 5A/4A – Soldier Pile wall entire length of wall 2
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APPENDIX A: RETAINING WALL FIGURES
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FIGURE 11: WALL FINISH OPTION #2 w/ MSE @ NORTH WALL
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FIGURE 12: WALL FINISH OPTION #3 w/ MSE @ NORTH WALL
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FIGURE 13: WALL FINISH OPTION #3 - NW RENDERING
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FIGURE 13: WALL FINISH OPTION #3 - NW RENDERING
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FIGURE 14: WALL FINISH OPTION #3 - SW RENDERING
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